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Extra Practice Sheet 1 LA 601

Parts of Speech

Identify the underlined words by writing the correct abbreviation.

(n) noun (v) verb (adj) adjective (adv) adverb
(pro) pronoun (int) interjection (conj) conjunction (prep) preposition

1.             The family went shopping at the Valley Mall last evening.

2.             They bought new shoes for all the children.

3.             Noah is coloring busily on his art project.

4.             Jonathan and Malinda have two children.

5.             Kristen loves to pretend she is a grown-up mother.

6.             Hurrah!  Our team won the game!

7.             The lazy sloth rarely comes out of the trees.

8.             Baby Jen cried hungrily.

9.             Julia sang at the top of her lungs, and her sister Marie covered her ears.

10.             He leadeth me beside the still waters.

11.             My little brother is learning to brush his teeth by himself.

12.             Nevin would like to go ice-skating every evening this winter!

13.             Many years ago, everyone drove horse-drawn vehicles.

14.             Miss Bethann can make delicious chocolate chip cookies.

15.             Conrad plays volleyball actively.

16.             The faithfulness of God can never be outdone.

17.             Do you like to sleep beneath the stars?

18.             If a fire ant bites you, it can be quite uncomfortable!

19.             “Wow! What a beautiful sunrise!” exclaimed Mandy.

20.             The two cats were best friends and never fought with each other.

21.             Caleb is not afraid in the dark, for he knows that God is with him.

22.             Early to bed, early to rise / Makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise.

23.             Miss Stenson gave her students new dictionaries for a reward.

24.             The fire department is having a yard and bake sale Saturday.
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Extra Practice Sheet 2 LA 602

Predicate Adjectives and Predicate Nominatives

Underline the verbs twice and the subjects once. Circle the predicate adjectives and predicate
nominatives. Circle PA (predicate adjective) or PN (predicate nominative).

1. PA PN Yellow is my favorite color.

2. PA PN The parents were glad to visit school.

3. PA PN Miss Jensen is our new bus driver.

4. PA PN One of the boys was hurt in the accident.

5. PA PN Titus would be sad if his dog died.

6. PA PN David Abshire is our neighbor’s name.

7. PA PN The money should have been safe in the bank.

8. PA PN Cain and Abel were the first children.

Diagram these sentences.

9. This morning was cool and foggy.

10. The babies are being quiet in church.

11. The autumn leaves are beautiful.

12. Your Bible will be black.
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Extra Practice Sheet 3 LA 602

Adverbs That Modify Adjectives

Circle the adverbs. Draw an arrow from each to the word it modifies.

1. A slightly worn coat hung in the closet.

2. The new children were painfully shy.

3. The beaver they saw was an amazingly friendly creature.

4. Curvin was too tired to study for his science test.

5. The freshly fallen snow glittered in the bright winter sun.

6. All our neighbors were very friendly to us when we moved to our new house.

7. The newly installed microwave fascinated us.

Diagram these sentences.

8. The family reunion will be held 10. Eugene was slightly unhappy about the
at a very large park. rainy day.

9. The beautifully decorated cake was 11. The exquisitely carved knife handle
taken to the birthday party. was quite intriguing to them.
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Extra Practice Sheet 4 LA 602

Prepositions and Adverbs
Many prepositions can also be used as adverbs.  A preposition always is part of

a phrase and has an object, but an adverb never does.

Circle P for preposition or A for adverb to identify the underlined word.

1. P A Daddy hitched the mower behind the tractor.

2. P A Melissa opened the car door and hopped in.

3. P A The realtor drove up the driveway, stopped his car, looked around, and 
then walked toward the house.

4. P A The sign read, “Help wanted. Apply within.”

5. P A Were you outside without a hat?

6. P A “Watch out below,” Jake called before he jumped from the tree branch.

7. P A The rusty wagon lay underneath the tree where Jason had left it.

8. P A The red and yellow ball hit the wall and then bounced off.

9. P A We saw an ambulance speed down the highway, with a fire truck 
close behind.

10. P A Park near the door because Grandmother cannot walk well.

11. P A Sometimes it is hard to see beyond the present.

12. P A During the thunderstorm, my little sister clung to me.
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